Coeur d’Alene Interagency Dispatch Center

Afternoon Information Report for Today July 26, 2022

To Be Read at 15:30

Excessive heat is expected across the region through the week. Expect near-record high temperatures and low humidities during this period. There is a slight chance of dry thunderstorms Wednesday through Sunday, but confidence is very low and so most zones do not have mention of it. Temperatures will begin to cool gradually late this weekend into next week, but increased winds are also expected, which may result in elevated fire-weather conditions.

.Tonight...
* Sky/Weather.........Mostly clear.
* LAL................1.
* Min Temperature.....60-68.
* Max Humidity.......70-80 percent valleys and 45-60 percent mountains.
* 20-foot winds....... 
  * Valleys/Lwr Slopes...Northeast 3 to 5 mph.
  * Ridges/Upr Slopes....Northeast 3 to 5 mph.
* Haines Index.........2 or very low.
* CWR (> 0.10 IN).....0 percent.

.Wednesday...
* Sky/Weather.........Sunny.
* LAL................1.
* Min Temperature.....93-99 valleys and 80-90 mountains.
* Max Humidity.......19-29 percent valleys and 27-40 percent mountains.
* 20-foot winds....... 
  * Valleys/Lwr Slopes...Northeast 3 to 5 mph in the morning shifting to the northwest 3 to 6 mph in the afternoon.
  * Ridges/Upr Slopes....East 3 to 5 mph in the morning shifting to the northwest in the afternoon.
* Haines Index.........2 or very low.
* CWR (> 0.10 IN).....0 percent.